
Installation Instructions
Spring Roller Shades

STANDARD SHADE INSTRUCTIONS

1) Mount the Wall Brackets

IMPORTANT:  To prevent accidental damage to fabric, DO NOT open 
or cut the packaging around your shade with a utility knife or razor blade. 

Brackets for Standard Shades Brackets for Reverse Roll Shades

Diagram B

Round Pin on Right

Diagram A

Flat Pin on Left

The mounting brackets for standard roller shades are universal and are suitable 
for side, top or wall mounting. Make sure that the brackets are perfectly level 
with each other.

For an INSIDE MOUNT allow 1/2” clearance between the top of the 
frame and the top of the fully rolled shade.

Always allow a small amount of play between the brackets and the roller ends 
to ensure proper roller function.

2) Install the Shade into the Brackets
Slide the end with the flat pin into the the left bracket (Diagram A) and then fit 
the end with the round pin into the right bracket (Diagram B).

MOUNTING BRACKET CONFIGURATION

Left Bracket

Right Bracket

Left Bracket

Right Bracket
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Diagram BDiagram A

Round Pin on Left

Flat Pin on Right

REVERSE ROLL SHADE INSTRUCTIONS

1) Mount the Wall Brackets
Brackets for Reverse Roll Shades

The mounting brackets for REVERSE roller shades are suitable for side, top or 
wall mounting.  Make sure that the brackets are perfectly level with each other.

For an INSIDE MOUNT allow 1/2” clearance between the top of the 
frame and the top of the fully rolled shade.

Always allow a small amount of play between the brackets and the roller 
ends to ensure proper roller function.

2) Install the Shade into the Brackets

Slide the end with the round pin into the the left bracket (Diagram A) and then 
fit the end with the flat pin into the bottom of the right bracket (Diagram B).  
Close the swing arm to secure.

Left Bracket

Right Bracket

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS - STANDARD OR REVERSE ROLL

If this shade does not roll straight, correct as follows:
Make sure brackets are mounted level, or the shade will not roll straight.  
If shade veers toward the right, correct by lowering shade completely and placing 
a piece of tape (multiple pieces may be necessary) as close to the left edge of 
the roller as possible. It will act as a shim.  

roller

tape / shim

If shade veers toward the left, correct by lowering shade completely and placing a 
piece of tape (multiple pieces may be necessary) as close to the right edge of the 
roller as possible. It will act as a shim.


